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Abstract 

The concept of willing suspension of disbelief as popularized by an 

English Poet and Author, Samuel Taylor Coleridge during the 

Romantic period, has over the decades affected theatrical 

performances to the extent that the audience completely surrenders 

to the make belief story. While the audience is totally aware that the 

events of a play are not real, they agree at the moment not to 

disbelieve their reality. This willingness to suspend disbelief is to 

enable them enjoy the totality of the play as it were and not to engage 

their emotions and intellect in making critical judgments. This 

paper examined how this concept could be an impediment to 

audience constructive criticism of theatrical performances in 

contemporary society where serious issues raised require radical 

approaches to contend with. To guide this study, there was a review 

of the stage performance of Julie Okoh’s Throes of Leadership at the 

Uniport Crab Theatre. The paper therefore recommends among 

others a partial degree of detachment as against complete ‘esthetic 

distance’ to a story to avoid being indifferent and to engage the 

critical minds of the audience to make positive contributions to 
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issues raised in a play. This paper also recommends altruistic, 

idealistic, proactive and radical approaches to theatre productions to 

achieve a better society. 

Key words- Audience, suspension, disbelief, theatrical performances 

 

Introduction 

A lot of people go to the theatre for different reasons. While some go for the 

purposes of entertainment and easing stress, others go with a mind set of 

finding faults as there can never be anything good coming from another 

person. These are the negative critics. In as much as every creative work is 

open to criticism, criticism should be done constructively with an eagle eye 

to achieve quality output.  Plays are written to be enjoyed but beyond 

enjoyment, plays are meant to expose societal ills and proffer solutions to 

critical issues raised. When an audience at a performance fails to enjoy the 

story and begins to take count of the production details, the tendency is that 

the story will be ignored and the message lost resulting to an exercise in 

futility. This is why Learner describes such a viewer as a ‘freak’ when he 

writes that: 

 An eagle eyed viewer might be able 

to see the wires. A pedant might be 

able to see the wires. But I think if 

you are looking at the wires you’re 

ignoring the story. If you go to a 

puppet show you can see the wires. 

But it’s about the puppets; it’s not 

about the strings. If you go to a 

Punch and Judy show and you’re 

only watching the wires, you’re a 

freak (p.1).  

Here emphasis is on the audience who rather than enjoy the play would 

prefer to devote attention to the behind stage actions from where comes the 
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lighting, scene changing, costuming, make-up as well as the characters use 

of props and speech delivery all  in a bid to uncover production flaws. 

Theatrical performances should entertain as well as address serious issues 

plaguing society because one of the essence of drama is to portray real life 

situations and experiences. However there are different approaches 

individuals can adopt in their attempt to portray human experiences. 

Historians, Philosophers and Scientists for instance carry out researches 

and attempt to set down their own conclusions in logical, expository prose; 

a point of view is expressed and proof marshaled to support their view and 

gain its acceptance. On the other hand, when the playwright puts pen on 

paper, his primary motive or perception is to engage the audience 

emotions, imagination and intellect directly (Brocket, 1979; p.11). By what 

means can the playwright achieve this? According to Brocket, a playwright 

consequently presents events as though they are occurring at that moment 

before our eyes; we absorb them in the way we absorb life itself- through 

the direct operation on our senses (p.11). This is applicable to theatrical 

performances where the playwright’s work is dissected and pieced together 

by a director using actors to translate the event to life before an audience. 

As the playwright’s vision is being watched life on stage, read as a book or 

listened to on radio, one thing is certain, the viewers, readers or listeners 

emotions, imagination and intellect is being coerced into absorbing the 

story as real life. If for instance the setting of a play is on the water as it is 

in Femi Osofisan’s Another Raft, where some of the characters are on a 

journey in a raft to perform ritual sacrifice to their goddess, the audience 

expects to see the actions take place on real water but in most cases during 

production, it is practically difficult to create raft sailing on water live on 

stage. Often times a director of this play would rely on lighting effects to 

achieve this scenario and the audience has no doubt but to believe that the 

actions are taking place on water right before their very eyes. Their 

willingness to suspend their doubt of whether it is real water or not and 

accept the actions and places as reflective of real life situations is a prelude 

to enjoyment of the play in relation to the feeling of satisfaction derived. 
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Therefore any dramatic work is only successful to the extent that the 

audience offers what Samuel Taylor Coleridge called a ‘willing suspension 

of disbelief’ as they view, read or listen to a play. Willing suspension of 

disbelief therefore can be defined as a willingness to suspend one’s critical 

faculties and believe something surreal; sacrifice of realism and logic for the 

sake of enjoyment. It is a part of an unspoken contract where the playwright 

provides the audience, reader or listener with a good storyline and in return 

they accept the reality of the story as presented believing that characters in 

the fictional universe act on their own accord (Tvtropes.org). But to what 

extent can we achieve solutions to prevailing societal issues based on this 

theory? 

Society in which humans live is bedeviled with so many issues that require 

practical solutions. The ability of man to proffer solutions to these 

numerous problems affecting his existence is what makes life worth living. 

The playwright in his nature captures these issues of life and chronicles 

them on script for the purpose of not only entertainment but to correct the 

ills of society. To achieve this, there is the need for man (audience) to put 

his intellect at play when viewing, reading or listening to a play in order to 

make his contribution towards achieving sustainable solutions to issues 

raised. 

  

As Shaw rightly observes:   

                      Life as it occurs is senseless…For it is the 

business of the playwright to pick out the 

significant incidents from the chaos of 

daily happenings, arrange them so that 

their relation to one another becomes 

significant thus changing us from 

bewildered spectators of a monstrous 

confusion to men intelligently conscious 

of the world and its destinies. This is the 

highest function that man can perform, 
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the greatest work he can set himself to; 

and this is why the playwrights take their 

majestic and pontifical rank which seems 

so strangely above all the pretensions of 

mere strolling actors and theatrical 

authors (directors) (as cited in The Crab 

Journal of Theatre and Media Arts, 2005; 

p.9).  

What this portends is that man (audience) has a critical role to play in every 

theatrical performance. It is not enough to view, read or listen to a play for 

just entertainment purpose. It is not just enough to be wowed audience but 

to also apply wisdom, intellect and consciousness. It is only by this 

approach that issues raised in any theatrical performance can be addressed. 

Kernodle  in his opinion posits that:  

An invitation to the theatre is an invitation 

to see life lived at a higher intensity, not 

frittered away but concentrated and filled 

with meaning. Each kind of play presents 

a different attitude towards life, shaped by 

the intent of the playwright and the 

production… (1965; p.3). 

The impact of audience willing suspension of disbelief is therefore called to 

question in the minds of elitist audience whose presence at the theatre 

require a much more idealistic and radical approaches to issues raised than 

mere enjoyment of the story. Therefore that theatrical moment should not 

be frittered away when there are burning issues to contend with.  

 Ukala cherishes performer-audience relationship in his folkism concept 

which provides the platform for individuals to perceive issues critically and 

to take action against the oppressive element in contemporary society 

(p.285). Audience willing suspension of  disbelief should involve the active 

participation of the audience in transforming themselves by engaging in 

dialogue through which they identify their problems, reflect and ask 
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questions on why the problems exist and then take actions to solve them 

rather than merely entertaining themselves.  It can also be argued that when 

Coleridge conceived this concept in the Roman period, the primary purpose 

of attending theatrical performances then was for entertainment purposes, 

at the Roman ludi or festivals. Brocket, observes that at first: 

 drama was given only at the ludi Romani or 

Roman Games and was probably restricted to a 

single day. But the popularity of dramatic 

entertainments insured their gradual 

expansion, and as the number of Roman 

festivals was increased so were the occasions for 

presenting plays (1978; p.113).  

Audiences at such ceremonies had no business engaging their intellect or 

analyzing issues critically. Dramatic performances were aimed purely at 

entertainments, for relaxation and fun seeking. In the present reality, when 

real life events are captured in a story, for instance, the Farmers/Herders 

crisis prevailing in the Northern part of Nigeria, the audience is not likely 

to be entertained  but would be empathic by what they have seen in the 

story and would likely move to action. The willing suspension of disbelief 

theory expects the audience to just sit down and enjoy the story and later 

go home feeling fulfilled. There cannot be fulfillment in this kind of scenario 

which is disturbing and mind bugling, which may also get them to 

empathize with the victims hence the audience is required to challenge their 

intellect to see how they can help to solve the problem. The audience can 

take a step further by giving the police necessary information that could 

lead to the apprehension and prosecution of such killer headsmen or even 

suggest how both groups can co- exit harmoniously.  

The play Throes of leadership by Julie Okoh would be critically appraised 

in this paper to substantiate the claim that audience willing suspension of 

disbelief has indeed impeded theatrical performances in contemporary 

society.   
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Background to the Play 

Throes of leadership is a vivid exposition of the complete collapse of the 

standard of education in the Nigeria’s education sector in the 1980s, most 

especially during the military regime. It presents a picture of a typical 

University in the southern part of the country (University of Port-Harcourt) 

marred by corrupt administration which leads to an uprising and demand 

for good governance and accountability. The play chronicles the sad 

experiences and low morale of staff members and students meshed in the 

mal-administration of the Vice Chancellor who sees nothing wrong in his 

style of leadership.  

The Nigerian government in the 80s experienced major economic downturn 

which affected every sector. Educational system suffered serious setback 

following a decline in world price of oil. The government at that time paid 

no attention to education. In fact it was least in their priority. Even external 

donors withdrew their aids. This no doubt affected the scholarly 

community. Academic researches which were a major objective in the 

university were conspicuously lacking as lecturers and students had no 

access to research grants or standard laboratories and libraries. Moreover 

population exploded and there was no conducive learning environment as 

facilities such as light, water, classrooms and hostels were nonexistent. Also 

seminar series both inaugural and public lectures which featured regularly 

in the university became a thing of the past. Like one of the characters, 

Lecturer 1 observed, ‘…that was a period of profound intellectual activities in 

this university’ (5). Before the Military regime, universities had many foreign 

lecturers on their academic staff list just as staff members were sent to 

foreign universities for staff development training. This added quality to 

education but which was jettisoned during the military rule under Major 

General Muhammadu Buhari and Idiagbon. Buhari’s government was 

synonymous with decree 4 of 1984. The decree was promulgated by the 

Supreme Military Council to make it a criminal offence for any individual, 

group or institution who publishes any article which tends to bring 
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government to disrepute. As a result of this decree, freedom of expression 

was greatly suppressed. Many media outfits were clamped down and 

journalists incarcerated. Little wonder the Vice Chancellor, who is at the 

centre of the crisis in the play, considers it an attack on his administration 

when he reads about the publication in the University News letter urging 

him to render account to the people. 

The prevailing economic down turn occasioned by corruption forced the 

Buhari’s administration to declare his government broke and consequently 

instituted some austerity measures including mass sack of civil servants 

and expulsion of thousands of immigrants. This was the era of the famous 

‘Ghana Must Go’ slogan. There was corruption in high places which made 

Buhari’s government to institute war against corruption but against all 

odds, corruption was at its peak and remained unabated. Under the 

military, defense sector got larger budgetary allocation than the education 

sector and all of these contributed to the fallen standard of education in the 

80s. 

 

Summary of the Play 

The play centers on the Vice Chancellor of a conventional University in the 

Niger Delta Region, of Nigeria, precisely, the University of Port-Harcourt 

in 1982. The academic system has totally collapsed. The university 

community suffers unsteady power supply and water. There is population 

explosion, insufficient classrooms and hostel accommodation. Standard 

laboratories and libraries and other conducive environment that facilitate 

academic work in the university are also lacking. 

The staff members including Lecturers, Principal Officers, Deans of 

Faculties, Union Executives and Editors of the School Newsletter, ‘The 

Commentator’ are in constant meetings and debate on the critical situation 

of things on campus and whether or not the Vice Chancellor should resign 

from office following his incompetence both in administration and in the 

management of the university funds. The Vice Chancellor fumes at the 

publication in ‘The Commentator’ asking him to render accountability as 
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‘constant vitriolic’ attack on his administration and subsequently issues 

letter of dismissal to the Co-Editors of the Newsletter. A delegation of 

ASUU Executive members calls on the Vice Chancellor to reconsider his 

stance on the Co-Editors as the publication is for the propagation of truth 

and interest of the university. 

As the problems continue to mount and remain unabated, the aggrieved 

students embark on protest march demanding for water and light 

especially as their exam is by the corner. On the advice of the DVC, the Vice 

Chancellor avoids discussion with the students delegating the 

responsibility to the DVC. Unable to contend the crisis, the peaceful 

demonstration turns violent resulting to massive destruction of properties. 

In the middle of this quagmire, information filters into the university 

community that the Vice Chancellor has lost a huge sum of five million 

naira to a failed bank in an attempt to make a fixed deposit. An investment 

he has made with the intension of earning so much interest within a short 

time to fix the damaged facilities on campus backfires. The Senate is 

disappointed and query the unilateral decision of the Vice Chancellor to do 

business with University money. Again the Vice Chancellor is asked to 

resign or face a vote of no confidence at Senate. As the Vice Chancellor 

contemplates whether or not to resign after ‘six and half years of fire and 

brimstone’ on the hot seat, a window of opportunity opens in the option of 

agriculture, courtesy of the DVC. The Vice Chancellor buys the idea which 

is implemented through academic researches. He calls it ‘…a brilliant idea! 

That’s it! ‘Operation Feed the Nation’…We shall carry out experiments on plant 

cropping. Rusome has been working on an experiment on cassava. Dr Odihirin has 

also been working on hybrid plantain…Thank you for the good idea’. (49). 

Within a short time, there is positive turn around in the university 

community. Agriculture has paid off, the women of the community and 

their families are happy again because there is enough food to feed their 

families and even sell in the market. They pay solidarity visit to the Vice 

Chancellor and his wife to appreciate him for bringing solution to the years 

of hunger in the land. With so much money to be realized from Rusome 
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cassava, all other problems in the university will be fixed including the 

completion of the pet project of the wife of the Vice Chancellor, Children 

Resource Centre. 

 

Analysis of Plot Structure 

The adoption of a perfect plot structure in the play is partly a  realistic 

treatment given to the work. The structural arrangement of plot aids the 

coherent and sequential flow of ideas in a complete interrelated whole. 

However the play is structured in 14 situations. Situation one is a prelude 

to the state of the nation in the country and how it affects the education 

system. However the totality of the play is a quest for good governance and 

accountability in the Nigerian university system where staff and students 

agitate for conducive environment suitable for academic work and devoid 

of crisis, corruption, filth, discrimination, injustice, coercion and 

misplacement of financial priority but filled with peace, accountability, 

justice and fairness and freedom of expression. 

 

Thematic Analysis of the Play 

The play is an embodiment of societal vices which tend to generate many 

themes such as: 

Theme of Corruption: The play x-rays corruption as a major characteristic 

of the Shagari Government in 1982 and its ravaging effects in the education 

sector. The University of Port-Harcourt is replete with the same corrupt 

leadership which in no small measure causes stagnation and endemic decay 

in the system. Most worrisome to staff and students are the unsteady power 

supply, lack of water, uncondusive  working environment, insufficient 

classrooms and hostels to accommodate the ever increasing student 

population, broken down laboratories and substandard library. All of these 

have led to incessant student’s demonstration and some concerned staff 

members are agitating for the resignation of the vice chancellor whose 

inability to fix the problems owing to poor management of the available 

university funds have plunged the university into crisis. 
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Greed and Impatience: This theme is reflected in the character of the vice 

chancellor who out of greed and impatience, puts the university’s five 

million naira in to a fix deposit with the hope of making quick money for 

the university but which turns out to be money wasted. This same greed is 

reflected in the present day society where many people are involved in the 

get rich quick syndrome like the infamous MMM and today a lot of people 

are counting either their gains or loses. Some have died of heart failure over 

the lose of their life time investment. It is nothing but greed that will lure 

individuals to invest money with the hope of earning huge interests within 

a short period as nothing good comes so easy. So many public officers are 

guilty of this as they have diverted public funds for illegal business deals, 

a lot of which have gone down the drain. According to the vice chancellor, 

they needed money urgently to repair the infrastructure damaged by the 

students. The students are already being levied for this purpose but out of 

greed and impatience, the vice chancellor could not wait for the process to 

be concluded before he sought the option of the fixed deposit. ‘…the prospect 

of earning so much interest within a very short time was an attraction’ (33). So he 

chooses this option hoping that the money and the accruing interest will be 

recovered in three months. But the Dean of Sciences is quick to make him 

to understand that he has no right to do business with the university fund. 

‘It is not your money. You have no right to put it in a fixed deposit. That is illegal’ 

(33). 

Suppression of Freedom of Expression:: Suppression of freedom of 

expression is another theme in the play. This is seen in the life of the vice 

chancellor who without fair hearing dismissed the Editors of the University 

Newsletter, The Commentator for their alleged inciting publication against 

his administration. Under the Military, Decree 4 had gagged individuals or 

groups including journalists from publishing anything against public 

officers. The vice chancellor sees their publication as ‘constant vitriolic 

attacks’ against his administration in which case they must face the music. 

The Newsletter like the ASUU executives point out is created for the 

purpose of mirroring the happenings around the university community 
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and most importantly to correct the ills of the environment while still 

upholding its stance on truth. But the vice chancellor will not see it that way 

instead he labeled them: ‘… children of Jezebel. Always full of bile! Conplaints! 

Complaints all the time!’(20).  

At another time also, the Vice Chancellor threatens to dismiss the Executive 

Assistance to the VC for his audacity in condemning his style of leadership. 

Hear him: ‘What an insult! I could get you fired for such an unguarded utterance’ 

(30). Based on this decree 4, some lecturers are skeptical in their criticism of 

the Vice Chancellor’s administration for fear of losing their jobs. 

 

Theme of Disappointment, Anger and Frustration:: The staff and students 

are disappointed, angry and frustrated with the leadership of the vice 

chancellor under whose tenure the system has collapsed leading to  

frequent student’s protests. When the DVC suggests the need to summon 

congregation to explain the real situation on ground, the Vice Chancellor is 

quick to observe that they will not come because looking at their faces 

lately; one could see anger of years of disappointment and frustration. 

 

Theme of Hopelessness and Poverty: This is also a major theme in the play. 

The vice chancellor paints a picture of hopelessness, hunger and poverty 

and adverse conditions associated with war ravaged community during the 

civil war. Children suffering from kwashiorkor, haggard looking men and 

women living in squalor and flies infested bodies are all evidence of 

poverty and hopelessness during the civil war recapped through the 

technique of flashback. In the same vein, the collapse of the university 

system has subjected the community to suffering and poverty. Families can 

hardly afford three square meals a day, pay their children school fees or 

afford decent accommodation. Even the vice chancellor admits the 

uncertainty and hopelessness of the situation as he feels feeble, restless and 

hopeless. 
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 Analysis of Some Major Characters 

The play has a very large cast comprising thirty eight characters, market 

women, band of musicians and chorus. The characters can be categorized 

under major and minor. For the purpose of this work and as space will 

permit, we will examine only few major characters whose roles are 

important to this study.   

Vice Chancellor: He is the major character and subject in the play. He is the 

Vice Chancellor of the University of Port Harcourt in 1982. His leadership 

attracts so much criticism from both staff members and students including 

ceaseless publication from ‘The Commentator’ who are demanding for 

good governance and accountability. Under his leadership, education 

system collapsed, nothing seems to be working out and so there is pressure 

on him to resign or face vote of no confidence. But he did not see the need 

to resign. Character wise, he represents the sit-tight-in-office power hungry 

African Leaders who will remain in office not minding whether their 

subjects are smiling or groaning. His six and half years of leadership has 

been full of crisis as he rightly admits. …six and half years of fire and brimstone, 

of stress and hypertension. Maybe, I shouldn’t have accepted the second term tenure 

(40). Again his acceptance of the second tenure is an indication that it was 

not of his own free will but the decision of some cabals who plant people in 

position irrespective of the people’s wish. 

The Vice Chancellor represents an African husband that is caring and 

loving. He pays due attention to the needs of his wife in spite of the serious 

matters before him. Several times he breaks off from the senate meeting to 

listen to his wife’s complaints and ensure that she meets her target. He is 

intolerant to criticisms and hardly condones mistakes no matter how small. 

When he sought the opinion of his Executive Assistant on the happenings 

in the university, he tells him to his face that he is a ‘strict leader’ ‘too 

meticulous’ and want everything according to rules. This affront on his 

person almost earns the EAVC a sack. His impatience and hostility to 

criticism makes him issue letters of dismissal to the Co-Editors of The 

Commentator save for the intervention of ASUU executives. He is a due 
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process leader and consults his principal officers on sensitive matters such 

as the decision to invest 5million naira fix deposit but which turns out to be 

a scam. 

He is a dogged fighter, a one time student union president whose tenure 

was characterized by financial recklessness and a good historian. He was 

the Commissioner of special duties in Biafaran Army but lost his Opobo 

province to the Nigerian Army. 

 

Mrs. Vice Chancellor: She is the wife of the Vice Chancellor and the 

initiator of Children Resource Centre, CRC, her pet project. This woman 

represents wives of African leaders who by virtue of their husband’s 

position must initiate a pet project with which they enrich themselves in the 

name of providing succor to indigent women and children. She has the 

interest of children at heart hence her desire to build the CRC to cater for 

the needs of the children in the community. She is so committed to the cause 

of realizing her pet project that she breaks protocol by her frequent 

interruptions of the senate meetings. It is this same passion that makes her 

forfeit work in other to meet up an appointment with the minister of 

petroleum despite the rugged roads. This is typical of Nigerian roads, death 

traps which is why her chairperson lost her pregnancy. 

At last her perseverance pays off. She gets a pro-forma from Crush Rock 

Industry for 20 tippers load of crushed rock chips, enough for her Child 

Resource Centre project and hopes that the proceeds from Rusom cassava 

project will help complete her project. 

Deputy Vice Chancellor: He deputizes the Vice Chancellor and a very 

strong ally of the administration. He has always advised the VC on critical 

matters bothering on administration most which backfires while some pays 

off. A typical case at hand is when the students embarks on protest over 

lack of water and light on campus, the DVC advises the VC to let him 

handle the students as opposed to the VC doing it himself and by that 

miscalculated decision, the crisis escalates. “We cannot be giving in to the 

wims and caprice of students all the time. VC, sir, allow me to handle this case’(25). 
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Because he is part of the administration, he does not look at issues 

objectively but subjectively to suit his master. His character represents those 

of many sycophants appointed into positions who will rather than offer 

sincere advice, use their sweet tongues to lead their masters to destruction. 

Again the DVC is very smart and corny and will do anything to protect the 

integrity of his boss. Take for instance when the VC lost a huge sum of 

money through some shady business deal. Almost the entire management 

condemns the action of the vice chancellor except the DVC who employs 

the tactics of religion to douse the gravity of the situation. He urges his 

colleagues to commit everything in Gods hand and thank Him that the VC 

is still alive. By this he dislodges their weapon of attack forcing them to 

leave the VC in ‘peace’. 

He advises the VC against resigning from office and makes him believe he 

is not responsible for the breakdown in the university system reminding 

him of senate’s overwhelming support and confidence n his leadership 

barely six months ago. It is the brilliant idea he put across to the VC on 

agriculture (Operation Feed the Nation) that ends the years of financial 

impropriety and suffering in the university and everything bounced back 

to life. 

 

Executive Assistant to VC: His name is Mr. Okere, the Vice Chancellors 

Executive Assistant. He makes no contribution during VC’s meetings but 

only takes notes. He attends to Mrs. Vice Chancellor and arranges for her 

to meet the Director of Works and the Minster of Petroleum. He has served 

the former VC before the present one which leaves him with so much 

experience and which is why his boss seeks his opinion on the happenings 

the university. He is a sincere and honest servant unlike many Executive 

Assistants to African leaders who will rather tell their principals what they 

like to hear instead of the truth. Such people are sycophants only after their 

gains and whose ill advices lead their principals to destruction. EAVC 

makes the VC understands his sincere position. He tells him frankly that he 

stands for truth, and that VC is too meticulous, too strict and eccentric, too 
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impatient and hostile to criticism. This, the VC sees as insult and threatens 

to fire him. When the VC accuses him of seeking the down fall of his 

administration, he considers it a strong allegation and advises the VC to 

think before calling him names. He accuses the VC of being the cause of his 

problems following his refusal to withdraw his sack letters to the Co-

Editors of ‘The Commentator’ pointing out how different strokes are used 

for different folks. He however advises his boss to be flexible in dealing 

with human beings.   

 

Setting: 

The play is set in the University of Port-Harcourt located in the south-south 

part of Nigeria, way back in 1982. The setting gives a vivid exposition of a 

collapsed system in the university administration under the Vice 

Chancellor surrounded with some corrupt Principal Officers. 

Directorial Approach: Throes of Leadership is a satirical play written by 

Julie Okoh in 2014 to expose the depth of socio-economic decadence in 

institutions of higher learning.  According to the playwright, it was initially 

written in a smaller version to celebrate the 80th birthday anniversary of the 

2nd Vice Chancellor of the University of Port-Harcourt between 1982 to 1990, 

Prof S.J.S Cookey. The play is a command performance for the 31st 

Convocation Ceremony of the University of Port-Harcourt held on 4th and 

5th of April 2017 at the Uniport Arts Theatre (Crab) by 6pm. It was directed 

by Sunday Edum and the gate fee was N500.  

The director’s approach to the play is slightly different from the 

playwright’s. While the playwright lets the audience into the situation of 

events in the university through the characters in the play; the director 

makes an effort to create a mental picture in the minds of the audience about 

the situation of events in the university through a narrator. This is Brecthian 

approach of ‘aesthetic distance’. In the script as captured by the playwright, 

all the events and incidences happen in different locations such as staff club, 

VC’s office, Lecturers office, Biafran Refugee Camp, VC’s lodge, Pathway 

and Town Hall. For the play reader, the pictures of these locations appear 
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vividly in his subconscious as the playwright has created them in her script.  

Whereas in the stage performance, all the incidences took place in the VC’s 

office and lodge perhaps to avoid the problem of scene changing. In this 

case, the audience is made to believe that the Biafrian Refugee Camp scene 

which it sees in front of the Vice Chancellor’s office is indeed located at a 

distant bush in southern part of Nigeria. So also is the partway which is 

along a narrow road and the staff club which should reflect the usual eating 

and drinking by lecturers and sometimes students were not portrayed in 

reality but nevertheless, the audience willingly suspended its disbelieve to 

enjoy the play.  But is that all there is to the play? The answer is no because 

the play is loaded with so many burning issues that needed critical 

approach to tackle. The playwright in her visionary has highlighted very 

critical issues which require critical minds to proffer solutions and not for 

mere entertainment. So to imagine that the audience suspended disbelief 

only to catch fun at the end of the performance clearly negates the 

playwright’s purpose of writing the play. Every theatrical performance 

should achieve a result. That result is what transforms the society for the 

benefit of mankind. This paper is saying that much as there is need for the 

audience to keep their logic and doubts aside in order to enjoy the play and 

have their money’s worth; they should equally remember that the solution 

to the problems highlighted in the play largely depends on the application 

of their critical minds to arrive at solutions. Failure of which will leave 

society in a quagmire. The audience therefore needs to rise above ordinary 

willing suspension of disbelief to making use of their emotions and intellect 

hence the need for this partial  degree of detachment as against complete 

‘esthetic distance’ to a story to avoid being indifferent and to engage the 

critical minds of the audience to make positive contributions to the issues 

raised in play. 

On the technical aspect, the scenery was reflective of an office as well as a 

lodge used simultaneously to achieve convenience and avoid the problem 

of scene changing. Much as the director made effective use of the available 

stage space, actor’s movements and gestures were most times hindered due 
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to limited space. Lighting was good except in few scenes where some actors 

were faded while still rendering their lines yet the audience suspended 

disbelief to enjoy the play. Also the transition from the present to flashback 

was not smooth. It left first time audience viewers lost and wondering 

hence becoming freaks like Learner observed. 

 

Costume was near appropriate considering what obtains in a university 

environment. The actors appeared in their old school trousers and suits 

typical of the 80s. While the narrator’s academic gown signifies the citadel 

of leaning, the books on the shelve signifies knowledge. The costumes of 

the market women were appropriate of women in the Niger Delta while 

that of Mrs. Vice Chancellor was a combination of African and western. The 

Biafran Army camouflage uniforms and sound of gun shots speak volume 

of reminiscences of the Nigerian civil war. The carrying of placards, leaf 

branches, gun all signify violence. 

 

Characters make up was equally reflective of the 80s. The afro centre- 

parted hair style, the pot belly gentleman which may have developed from 

excessive drinking and common among average income earners then. The 

language of the play is a complex system of signs that express the idea in 

the play.  

 

Performance Evaluation:  The director’s use of theme song to indicate 

beginning and end of scenes is commendable. It helped to sustain audience 

interest. Also his concept to tighten the play by chopping off some scenes 

like the staff club, pathway scenes and town hall meeting helped to remove 

boredom. Generally the storyline was good and the audience enjoyed the 

performance. Lines delivery was smooth. Body movements and gestures 

aided role interpretation. The director’s interpretation of the script and 

concept was in line with the playwrights with minor adjustments. 

However, as an audience, the performance was quite entertaining without 

challenging emotions despite serious issues raised.  
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Methodology: 

The study adopted the use of questionnaire to collect data. The 

questionnaires were distributed to the audience after the performance. To 

achieve an unbiased evaluation and response from the audience as regards 

whether audience willing suspension of disbelief has indeed impeded the 

play performance, the questionnaire were structured with thirteen (13) 

statement items which was retrieved from the audience at the end of the 

performance. Below is the analysis of the data collated. 

        

                                              SECTION A 

TABLE 1                       BIO-DATA OF THE AUDIENCE  
Bio-Data 

category 

of 

audience 

Age  Gender  Rank/Level  Tota

l  
20 20-25 25-30 30-

abov

e  

Mal

e  

Femal

e  

G

A 

AL SL Prof

s 

Non-

teaching 

staff  

Other

s 

100 200 300 400 500 P.G. 

Students  25 30 45 20 46 74 17 19 34 30 8 12 120 

Lecturers  - - - 20 12 8 - 12 6 2 - - 20 

Non-

teaching 

staff 

- 6 10 18 20 14 - - - - 34 - 34 

Others - 4 8 14 10 16 - - - - - 26 26 

Total  200 200 200 200 

  

 Table 1 above revealed the age range of the audience which comprises 

students and different categories of lecturers as well as post graduate 

students. The students whose age bracket falls within 20 years were 

numbering 25; those between 20-25 years were 30; 25-30 years were 45 and 

30 years and above numbered 20. The Lecturers’ ages as indicated on the 
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table showed that those whose age bracket falls within 30 and above were 

20 in number while the non teaching staff whose age brackets falls within 

20 -25 years were 6, those between 25-30 years were 10; 30 and above were 

18 and others within the university community whose age bracket fall 

within 20-25 years were 4, 25-30 years were 8 and 30 and above were 14 

bringing the total number of the audience to 200. 

Also from the table was a clear indication of the gender of the audience as 

those of the students were 46 (males) and 74 (females) making a total of 120 

students. Those of the lecturers were 12 (males) and 8 (females) making a 

total of 20 lecturers while those of the non teaching staff were 20 (males) 

and 14 (females) making a total of 34. Those of others within the university 

had 10 (males) and 16 (females) making a total of 26. The total of all the 

males was 88 while females were 112 bringing the sum total to 200 

audiences. 

The table also revealed the levels of students as 17 within 100 level, 19 (200 

levels), 34 (300 levels), 30 (400 levels) 8 (500 levels) and 12 (Post Graduate) 

students making a total of 120. It revealed the ranks of lecturers with 

Graduate Assistant (Nil), Assistant Lecturers (12), Senior Lecturers (6) and 

Professors (2) making a total of 20 lecturers; the Non-teaching staff were 

(34) and others within the University Community were (26). The sum total 

of the respondents was 200 from eight (8) faculties in the University of Port 

Harcourt.  
S/No  Statement 

Questions  

Total 

Responses/ 

Total 

Percentage  

SA % A % U % D % SD % 

1. The application of 

Audience Willing 

Suspension of 

disbelief in the 

performance 

N = 200 

% = 100 

21 10.5% 29 14.5% 0 0% 50 25% 100 50% 
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improved the quality 

of production.  

2. The characters, 

actions and scenery 

in the play were 

driven towards 

enjoyment of the 

play and not for 

realism and logic.  

N = 200 

% = 100 

16 8% 24 12% 18 9% 67 35.5

% 

75 37.5

% 

3. The storyline was 

more entertaining to 

me than thought 

provoking. 

N = 200 

% = 100 

50 25% 94 47% 6 3% 28 14% 22 11% 

4. The events in the 

play were presented 

as though they 

occurred before my 

very eyes. 

N = 200 

% = 100 

50 25% 67 33.5% 12 6% 31 15.5

% 

40  20% 

5. The use of costumes, 

make up, lighting 

and props were 

more entertaining to 

me than 

communicate the 

message, 

N = 200 

% = 100 

30 15% 21 10.5% 10 5% 70 35% 69 34.5

% 

6. I  completely 

surrenders to the 

make belief story 

N = 200 

% = 100 

100 50% 66 33% 0 0% 10 5% 24 12% 

7. I am  unconscious of 

this theory during 

the  production   

N = 200 

% = 100 

101 50.5% 61 30.5% 0 0% 28 14% 10 5% 
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8. There was a partial 

conciliation  of the 

scenery from the 

audience view 

during the 

performance 

N = 200 

% = 100 

94 47% 67 33.5% 9 4.5

% 

21 10.5

% 

9 4.5% 

9. The blend of the arts 

of singing,, acting, 

and narration made 

the performance 

critically challenging 

than entertaining 

N = 200 

% = 100 

84 42% 64 32% 15 7.5

% 

27 13.5

% 

10 5% 

10. The Playwright’s 

work was only 

believable and 

internally consistent 

N = 200 

% = 100 

50 25% 79 39.5% 6 3% 25 12.5

% 

40 20% 

11. The author pushed 

me beyond what I  

was willing to accept                                       

N = 200 

% = 100 

50 25% 67 33.5% 0 0% 33 16.5

% 

50 25% 

12. I  engaged my 

emotions and 

intellect watching 

the play 

N = 200 

% = 100 

57 28.5% 58 29% 0 0% 49 24.5

% 

36 18% 

13 Audience willing 

suspension of 

disbelief is an 

impediment to 

constructive 

criticism of the play 

N = 200 

% = 100 

48 24% 91 45.5% 10 5% 27 13.5

% 

24 12% 

SECTION B 

TABLE 2: Computation of Percentage Responses of Audience on Effects 

of Audience Willing Suspension of Disbelief on Throes of Leadership 
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Discussion and Summary of Findings 

Table 2 above revealed that, 50% out of 100% in item 1 strongly disagreed 

representing 100 respondents out of the 200 respondents, 25% of 50 

respondents disagreed, zero representing 0% was undecided; 14.5% 

representing 29 respondents agreed while 10.5% representing 21 

respondents strongly agreed indicating that the application of Audience 

Willing Suspension of Disbelief did not improved the quality of production. 

 Item 2 in the same table clearly showed 37.5% of 75 respondents as strongly 

disagreed, 35.5% of 67 respondents disagreed that the characters, actions 

and scenery in the play were tailored towards enjoyment of the play and 

not for realism and logic. Meanwhile 8% of 16 respondents strongly agreed, 

12% of 24 respondents agreed while 9% of 18 respondents were undecided. 

Item 3 indicated 25% of 50 respondents as strongly agreed, 47% of 94 

respondents agreed, 3% of 6 respondents were undecided; while 14% of 28 

and 11% of 22 respondents disagreed and strongly disagreed respectively 

indicating that the storyline was more entertaining to the audience than 

thought provoking. 

Again, item 4 in the table revealed 25% of 50 of the responses as strongly 

agreed, 33.5% of 67 responses agreed; 6% were undecided while 15.5% and 

20% of 31 and 40 responses disagreed and strongly disagreed indicating 

that the events in the play were presented as though they occurred before 

the audience very eyes. 

In items 5, 6 and 7 it was revealed that 13%, 50% and 50.5% of respondents 

strongly agreed, 10.5%, 33% and 30.5% of respondents agreed that the use 

of costumes, make up, lighting and props were more entertaining to them 

than communicate the message, they completely surrendered to the make 

belief story, and there was a partial conciliation of the scenery from the 

audience view during the performance while 5%, 0% and 0% were 

undecided as against 35%, 5% and 14% which disagreed and 34.5%, 12% 

and 5% as strongly disagreed. 
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Furthermore, the table revealed items 8 and 9 with 47% and 42% as strongly 

agreed, 33.5% and 32% as agreed, 4.5% and 7.5% as undecided; 10.5% and 

13.5% as disagreed and 4.5% and 5%| as strongly disagreed indicating that 

there was a partial conciliation of the scenery from the audience view 

during the performance just as the blend of the arts of singing, acting, and 

narration made the performance critically challenging than entertaining,  

Considering the Playwright’s work as being only believable and internally 

consistent  in the performance, item 10 revealed 25% of the respondents  as 

strongly agreed, 39.5% as agreed, 3% as undecided, 12.5% as disagreed and 

20% as strongly disagreed indicating that the playwright’s work was 

believable and consistent  in the performance.  

 

In addition, the table indicated in item 11 that the author pushed the 

audience beyond what they were willing to accept in the performance with 

33.5% and 25% of the respondents strongly agreed and agreed. The item 

also indicated 0% as undecided, 25% and 16.5% as disagreed and strongly 

disagreed indicating that majority of the audience agreed that the author 

pushed the audience beyond their willingness during the performance 

indicating that the play failed in the eyes of that particular audience.  

The findings revealed in item 12 that the audience engaged their emotions 

and intellect viewing the performance with majority of the respondents 

strongly agreeing with 28.5% and 29% as agreed, 0% was undecided; 24.5% 

and 18% disagreed and strongly disagreed proving that the audience 

willing suspension of disbelief impeded them from engaging their 

emotions and intellect. Item 13 revealed the responses with 24% as strongly 

agreed, 45.5% as agreed, 5% as undecided; 13.5% as disagreed and 12% as 

strongly disagreed indicating that audience willing suspension of disbelief 

is an impediment to constructive criticism of the play. 

 

Conclusion 

This paper examined how the concept of audience willing suspension of 

disbelief could impede the achievement of quality theatrical performances 
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in view of the fact that the elitist audience is more predisposed to critical 

thinking and analytical judgment than just viewing a play for the sake of 

mere enjoyment or entertainment. The contemporary audience is full of 

high expectations from both the playwright and the director as anything 

short of quality time spent in the theatre is an aberration. Present reality has 

shown that time is of essence to think of spending it viewing a performance 

which at the end of the day does not give you fulfillment.   In conclusion, 

the findings revealed that the quality of any production does not rest on 

audience willing suspension of disbelief rather on the constructive minds 

of the audience even as the success of any theatrical performance is not only 

dependent on the ability of the author to write a good story but also the 

ability of the director to incorporate all the elements of a play production in 

a story. Finally, audience willing suspension of disbelief could be an 

impediment to constructive criticism of theatrical performances in the 

present reality 

Recommendations:  

Based on the findings of this study, the researcher recommends that theatre 

audiences should apply a partial degree of detachment as against complete 

‘esthetic distance’ to a  theatrical performance to avoid being indifferent 

and to engage the critical minds to make positive contributions to issues 

raised in a play. This paper also recommends altruistic, idealistic, proactive 

and radical approaches to theatre productions to achieve a better society. 

Again, theatre audiences should have the mindset that theatrical 

performances may not always be in conformity with the director’s 

approach to the play. 
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